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Preciosa Ornela introduces seed beads
from the PRECIOSA Traditional Czech BeadsTM brand.

PRECIOSA Rocailles
 331 19 001; 10/0

PRECIOSA Rocailles
 311 19 001; 6/0

Design by Helena Chmelíková 

E A R R I N G S  M A D E  F R O M  P R E C I O S A  S O L G E L  S E E D  B E A D S

Simple
 tassel

Step 7 
Open the eye on the eye pin. Slide it onto 
all the lines, between the knot and the R1. 
Close the eye – crimp it. Twist the eye pin 
upwards just behind the eye.

Step 8 
String the hole of the cap and 1x R2 onto 
the eye pin. Shorten the protruding wire 
to 0.8 - 1 cm. Grip it between the points 
of the round pliers. Twist it around 
the point. Gently twist it back at the edge 
of the hole in the R2.

Step 9
Hang an earring hook onto the created eye.



Step 4 
Repeat Steps 2 and 3 another 8 times. 
This will result in a total of 9 tassels.

Step 5 
Place all the tassels next to one another. 
The R1 should be placed close to one 
another. The last R1 in each stringing 
should be in a line with the others in each 
tassel.

Step 6 
Pick up all the tassels from the mat 
together. Tie all of the lines together with 
a regular knot. Create a loop and thread all 
the ends of the line through it. 
The knot should be located immediately 
behind the R1 after tightening. 
Apply a drop of super glue onto it. 
Leave it to dry. Cut off the ends of the line 
about 3 mm behind the knot.

Step 3
Insert the doubled line into the thread loop. 
String 4.8 – 4.9 cm of R1. The total length 
of the tassel will be around 5 cm, including 
the 1st R1. You can pour out 5g of R1 onto 
a mat. Scoop the needle into the pile. 
The R1 will move onto the needle 
by themselves. Occasionally mix up 
the pile.

Simple tassel

E A R R I N G S  M A D E  F R O M  P R E C I O S A  S O L G E L  S E E D  B E A D S

Adorn yourself with a pair of distinctive earrings. Use the color range provided 
by PRECIOSA Solgel to create seed bead tassels which will not only look great as earrings, 

but also as a necklace.

Materials and tools:

PRECIOSA Rocailles (R1) 
331 19 001; 10/0; 
03623 light purple; 350x 
(per tassel) or 5 g 
 
PRECIOSA Rocailles (R2) 
311 19 001; 6/0; 
23420 coldly purple; 1x 
(per tassel)

- a thin needle; a nylon line, for example 
LI04 (for the R1); scissors; tailor‘s thread 
(a thread loop); a ruler; needle-nose pliers 
(or snipping pliers and pliers with a rounded 
point); liquid super glue

- caps – 9 x 18 mm end pieces for a cord 
(an internal diameter of 6 - 7 mm); 
an eye pin that is 30 mm long or longer; 
earring hooks

Difficulty: 
 
Technique: stringing, eye pin linking

Procedure:

Step 1
Prepare a large thread loop in the needle. 
Cut off about 15 cm of the tailor‘s thread. 
Thread it through the eye of the needle. 
Tie a regular knot. Move the knot 
to the side of the thread loop.

Step 2 
Cut off about 50 cm of line to string 
the R1. Thread the line through the hole 
in 1x R1. Move the R1 to the middle 
of the line. Place both halves of the line 
next to one another.


